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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Reber [6] has introduced a function space for the study of 
nonlinear hereditary differential equations. This state space permits a 
satisfactory treatment of optimization problems under more general control 
functions. In the present paper we consider this space as the initial state 
space of the trajectories associated to nonlinear stochastic hereditary 
equations of Ito type. Existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence 
results for such equations are obtained in Section 2. An optimization 
problem is considered in Section 3 and the existence of discrete s-optimal 
controls is proved. 
2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND CONTINUOUS 
DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTIONS TO STOCHASTIC HEREDITARY EQUATIONS 
We fix a filtered probability space (sZ,9, P, (5Q,GrG =) and denote by 
9’ the Bore1 field of predictable sets on [0, T] x 0 and by 9 the comple- 
tion of 9 with respect o ~1 @P (here p is the Lebesque measure). Let r > 0, 
K= [a, b], and for a function x: [a-r, b] H Rd and ta a define 
x,: [-r, 0] H Rd by x,(s) = x(t + s). Also, we shall denote II f I( T= 
suPoarbTIf(r)l. 
Reber [6] has introduced a class of real functins (denoted by A(K)) 
defined on K and having the following properties: 
(1) n(K) is a Banach space under the supremum norm denoted 
by II II. 
(2) n(K) is isometrically isomorphic to L,(K) x R= AC*(K). In 
particular by the Alaoglu theorem (AC(K) is separable) the unit ball in 
/i(K) is sequentially compact in the weak *-topology. 
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(3) C(K) is a closed proper subspace of A(K) and the point evalua- 
tion of A(K) is continuous. 
(4) For each xc/l(K) there is X,E C(K) such that x,(t)~x(t) 
pointwise a.e. on K and 11 x, 11 d 11 x 11, x,(b) = x(b). 
(5) If XE.~([U-r,a]) and y: [a-r,6]~R is an extension of x 
which is continuous on K then ye /1( [a- r, b]) and y, E ,4([ -r, 01) for 
all t. 
We consider the stochastic hereditary equation (SHE) 
dx( r) = F( t, xl, u) dt + G( t, x,) dw( t) 
x0 = cp, (1) 
where 
F(t,o,x,u):[O, T]xQxA([-r,O])xA([O, T])HRd, 
G(t,o,x) :[O, T]xQxA([-r,O])t+Rd@Rm 
are measurable functions, {w(t)} ’ 06, S T is an m-dimensional Brownian 
motion adapted to q, and {q(0)} -rSOGO is a measurable process having 
P-as. the trajectories in A( [ - r, 0] ). 
The initial oulue problem (IVP) for (I) is: fix the process cp with g(q(B); 
-r < 8 < 0) c Yo, cp( ., o) E A( [ -r, 01) and for a progressively measurable 
process {4~)~o~r~r with u( ., o) EA([O, T]) P-as. find a process 
(x(t))-,,,,, such that 
(a) x0 = cp P-as., 
(b) ~~O)O,,,T is adapted and continuous, 
(c) P-a.s. for all 0 d t SZ T we have 
x(t) = (p(8) + j-i F(s, x,, u) ds + j-’ G(s, x,) dw(s) 
0 
(by Property 5 we have P-a.s. that x, E A( [ -r, 01) for all s). The stochastic 
integral with respect o w is in the Ito sense. 
Let Ac[-r,O] be a finite set, O=r,<r,<.e.<r,=r, and by r the 
space of all bounded measures c1 on the Bore1 field on C-r, 0] (endowed 
with the total variation norm IIcrll) such that a =a1 +a,, a1 <p, 
OZ~=C~=OU~E-~~,U~ER. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F be of the form F( t, w, x, u) = F,( t, o, x) + 
F2(f,qx)F3(t,u) with F,,F2:[0,T]x12xA([-~,O])HR’,F~:[O,T] 
x A( [0, T] ) H R measurable, and F, ( ., f ), F2( ., f) predictable for all J: 
Assume that 
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(i 1) F, , F2, G are locally Lipschitz, i.e., for every R > 0 there is a pre- 
dictable process yR with y”( ., W)E L’([O, T], u) P-a.s. and such that for 
every t,o,x,y with IIx11<R, Ilyll<Randfor H=F,,F*,G wehave 
IH(t,w,x)-H(t,w,y)12~yR(t,W) Tea; lx(O)--y(8)12 
+ j” Ix(e) -Y(WI* d/4@ . 1 (2.1) -r 
(i2) F,, F2, G satisfy the growth condition: there is a predictable pro- 
cess y with y( ., co) E L’( [0, T], u) P-a.s. and such that for every t, co, x and 
H= F,, F2, G we have 
I H(t, 0, XII’ G r(t, w)(l + II x II’). (2.2) 
(i3) There is CI : [0, T] H T strongly measurable and essentially boun- 
ded such that 
F,(t, u) = i‘” u,(s) ddt, s) (2.3) -, 
(u is extended by 0 on [ - r, 0] ). 
Let cp be a separable process with cp( ., w) E A( [ -r, 01) P-a.s. and 
B((p(8); -rGG)cFoandlet {u(t)},,,,, be a progressively measurable 
process with u( ., o) E A( [0, T]) P-a.s. 
Then, if u is bounded or F2 is bounded, the IVP has a pathwise unique solu- 
tion x( t, cp, u). Moreover zf E( 11 cp II’) < 00 then 
E(II4.3 cp, u)lW co. 
We need the following lemma: 
(2.4) 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 
(a) Let {x(t))-r,,,T be a process such that x0 = cp and {x(t)),, ,< T 
is continuous and adapted. Then the processes t H F(t, x,, u), t H G(t, x,) 
are g-measurable. 
(b) Define F(t, 0,x): [0, T] x !2 x C([O, T]) H Rd, G(t,w,x): 
[0,T]xt2xC([0,T])+Rd6Rm by P(t,o,x)=F(t,o,x,+(ecp)t(o), 
u(o)), G(t,o,x)=G(t,w,Z,+(ecp)r(o)), where x(t)=x(O) if --r<t<O, 
Z(t) = x(t) tf t 20, and (ecp)(s) = p(s) zfs<O, (ecp)(s) = ~(0) ifs 20. 
Then 
(b, ) The processes t H F( t, x), t H G( t, x) are 9, @ Wr-predictable, 
where (%‘,) is the canonicalfiltration on C([O, T]). 
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(b2) 
- - 
F, G are locally Lipschitz: for every R > 0 there is a predictable 
process yf with rf( e, o) E L’( [0, T], u) P-a.s. and such that for every t, 
0, IIxIITGR, Ilyll.<R we have 
In& 0, XI-F(t, wy)12+ IG(t, 0, X)-at, 0, y)12 
ef(w)IIX-YII:. (2.5 1 
- - 
(b,) F, G satisfy the growth condition: if )I u II T< K then there is a 
predictable process y2 with y2( ., co) E L’( [0, T]) P-a.s. and such that for 
every t, co, x we have 
In& Q4 x)1*+ Iat, 0, x)12<IJ*(t, w)(l+ lbll:,. (2.6) 
Proof (a) Let {(P~(@-,,~~~ be a sequence of continuous processes 
having the path P-a.s. in A([ -r, 01) and such that q”(O) = q(O), 
cp”(t, 0) H cp(t, 0) p @ P-a.e., B((p”(8); -r < 8 < 0) c F0 (Property 4). 
Define the processes (xn(t)}-,~l~T by x”(t)=@‘(t) if -rdt<O, 
x”(t)=x(t)ifO<t<T.Thenx”(.,w)EA([-r, T])P-a.s. (Property5)and 
since t H x: : [0, T] HA([ -r, 01) is continuous and adapted (in par- 
ticular is predictable) and Fi( t, x:(w)) H Fi( t, x,(o)) p @ P-a.e. it follows 
that t H F,(t, x,) are g-measurable. Of course t H FJt, u) is adapted and 
continuous and hence predictable. 
(b) By Property 5 we have X, erp E A( [ -r, T]). In order to show that 
(t, a, x) +-+ Fl(t, 0, % + (ecp), to)), (t, 0, x) ++ F2(t, o,-f, + (ecp), (01) 
are Ft@%?t-predictable, by the monotone class theorem we may assume 
that F,(t, w, $)=fi(t, w)f*(lc/), where fi is F,-predictable and f2 is 
continuous on C( [0, T]). Now if x(s) = y(s) for 0 <s 6 t then X, =yt and 
thus (t, x) H X, is ‘&,-adapted and since it is continuous it follows that it is 
@-predictable, where from (t, o, x) H X, + (ecp), (0) is. Ft @ %$predictable 
and consequently the process (t, o, x) Hf2(xt + (ecp), (co)) is Ft@Wt- 
predictable. The relations (2.5), (2.6) are immediate. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the Ito equation 
dy( t) = F( t, y) dt + G( t, y) dw( t) 
Y(O) =o, 
(11) 
- - - - 
where F, G are defined as in Lemma 2.1. Since F, G are g-measurable and 
satisfy (2.5), (2.6) it follows that (II) has a pathwise unique solution (see 
[3, 51). Now the solution of (I) is x0= cp, x(t)= y(t)+ q(O) if t 20. The 
pathwise uniqueness of the solution of (I) follows from the corresponding 
result for (II). 
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Next assume that E( I/ cp 11’) < co. By using (2.2) we deduce for every 
stopping time t 
Et sup Ix(t)12)GC1+C2E (2.7) 
O<tGTAT [ 
JboTllxlli4Y.P)(~) I 1 
Taking in (2.7) r = r,, = inf( t; jk y(s) ds > h) and then using the time change 
theorem we obtain 
E( sup 
O<f<TA T/) 
I~~~~12~~~~+~2Jl:~~o<~~~, IWI’W, 
. . 7, 
where by Gronwall’s lemma and taking h = JOT y(s) ds we get (2.4). 
Remark 2.1. If F, , F2, G are bounded then the separability of rp in 
Theorem 2.1 is not necessary. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume F, G satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Let 
cpn, cp be separable initial data such that II cpn - rp II bp 0 (here 11 cpn - cp 11 is 
supposed to be measurable) and let u,, u be progressively measurable 
processes such that u,( ., co), u( ., o) E A( [0, T]) P-a.s. 
(a) If sup, [I u, II < K and u, H’“* u P-a.s. then 
llX(~,(Pnrun)-X(~,(P,U)llr~ 0. 
Moreover if F, , F,, G satisfy the global Lipschitz condition and 
~(IIcpn-d12)~0 then E(llx(~, vn, u,)--x(~, cp, u)ll’,)~O. 
(b) Let FZ be of the form F2(t, co, x) = F;(t, w) with FZ bounded and 
predictable. Moreover suppose that 
I = / u,(s) - u(s)l” ds R 0 for some p> 1, (2.8) 0 
a(t, .)-K/G lip, I~lqds~~T<m (l/p+ l/q= 1) (2.9) 
or 
[u,(s) - u(s)] ds 
II 
R 0 (2.10) 
T 
a( t, ds) = co(h). (2.11) 
Then IIx(~, cp,, u,)-x(., cp, uNlr++PO. 
Proof (a) By multiplying both the equations verified by x(t, (P”, u,), 
x(t, cp, u) by the finite random variable exp( - supn 11 q,, II T) which is 
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&-measurable it follows that we may assume that E( II q,, - q II2 I+ 0, 
II vn II G 1, II cp II 6 1 P-a.s. 
Let y, be the solution of 
Y,(O) = 0, Y,(t) = J; Fnh YJ ds + j; Gn(sv YJ Wsh 
where Fn’,(U) = F(t, (4, +f,, 4, ~,(f,S) = G(f, (ecp,), +A), and let Y be 
the solution of 
- - 
where F, G are defined as in Lemma 2.1. - - 
By Lemma 2.1, Fa;,, G,, F, G satisfy the local Lipschitz condition and the 
growth condition on C( [0, T]) and moreover if t > 0, o E 52, R > 0, and 
Ilfllr<R we have 
dY R.X(r,W)[ll~.-c?i’+l~~~(u:-u,)dcl(t)l2]=YR,X(t)B.(r) 
I G,(t, wf) - G(f, %f)12 
G YR% w)ll cp, - cp II*> 
where yR,K is predictable and yR*K( ., w) E L’( [0, r], CL) P-a.s. Since 
E(IIrp,-~l12)++0 and J’?ruY4t)~I’?r U, k(t) for all t it follows by the 
dominated convergence theorem that for each t 
s 
’ Yang O,(s) ds t!+ 0. 
0 
From [4, Theorem 51 or [8, Theorem l] we obtain that 11 y, -y II T wp 0 
and since x(t,cp,,u,)=y,(t)+cp,(O), x(t,cp,u)=y(t)+cp(O) for t>O we 
get IIx(., vnr ~,)--x(~~ rp, uNr~pQ 
Assume now that F, , F2, G are globally Lipschitz. For t > 0, w E Sz, 
x,y~A([--r,O]), u, ucA([O, T]), we have 
lF(t, w, x, u)-F(t, WY, u)12 
~~~~~,~~~~+lI~ll2,lI~-~II:~+y,(~,w)(~+JlxJI:) j” (u,-u,)du(t)2 -r 
(2.12) 
with y3, y4 predictable and yi( ., o) E L’( [0, T], p) P-a.s. 
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It is easy to check that for every stopping time z 
EC SUP Ix(t, cp,, %)--X(6 cp9 u)l’l 
O<l<TA T 
where Z, I-+ 0. Taking in (2.13) t = t,, = inf( t 2 0; s& y,(s) ds > h) and apply- 
ing the time change theorem we get 
<zn+c3 s 
h 
EC SUP I xb, (in, u,) - xb, cp, 4121 4 
0 r<rh7S 
from which we get the conclusion by Gronwall’s lemma and by taking 
h = f; y&) ds. 
(b) Assume (2.8), (2.9). Choose a sequence of stopping times 
(ok) such that crk /I co, (y3.p)(ok)<kk, E(IJ,“k ~u,(s)-u(s)~pds~2~p) ++ 0. 
Reasoning as above (with r replaced by r A (TV) we deduce 
EC sup 146 (Pn, u,) -x(6 cp, 41’1 l-b 0 as n~co, 
O<tCThUk 
from which (since (TV /1 co) it follows that 
11x(., (Pn, &J-xX(., rp, a& 0. 
If (2.10), (2.11) are satisfied then we choose the sequence (gk) such that 
ok /* co, (y3 .p)(ck) <k, E[ (ST (U,(S) - U(S)) ds 12] H 0, and the proof 
continues as above. 
Remark 2.2. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can be extended to x I log x I ‘-’ - 
Holder coefficients and to semimartingales as differentials (see [7-91). 
3. DISCRETE E-OPTIMAL CONTROLS 
In this section we consider the following control problem associated with 
(I): given the process cp and a set of admissible controls 9, choose u E % so 
as to minimize the cost functional 
C(u) = ECJ(x(., cp, u), u)l, 
where J(x, U) : n ( [ - r, T] ) x A( [O, T] ) H R is some measurable kernel. 
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Introduce the following classes of admissible controls: 
@r = { u( t, w); 0 < t < T, w E 52, u is progressively measurable, 11 u 1) T < K}, 
@I = (u( t, 0); 0 < t < T, w E 52, u is progressively measurable and 
u(.,w)EA([O, T])P-a.s.}. 
A control u is discrete if there is 0 = t, < t, < . . . < t, = T such that u(t) = uk 
for tc Ctk, fk+,), uk is Ftt,,-measurable and bounded. We denote by B,, the 
class of discrete controls. 
The following extension of Theorem 3.17 of [ 1 ] to hereditary equations 
holds: 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the kernel J is bounded and continuous in the 
metric 
PC@,, u,), (~2, ~2)) = sup 
--r<fST 
I xl(t) - x,(t)l + joT I ul(t) - dt)l dt 
and that F, G, cp satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then 
.i$ C(u) = .inn, C(u). (3.1) 
Moreover if I;;, u are as in Theorem 2.3b then 
.ip2 C(u) = .if& C(u). (3.2) 
ProoJ: To prove (3.1) let u E %r be fixed and choose u, E @ such that 
jl E( ( u,(t) - u( t)l ) dt t+ 0. Then u, H”‘* u, (I u, II G K, and by Theorem 2.2 
we have 
sup 14.3 4% u,)-4.9 4% UN R 0. 
-rSfCT 
The continuity of J and the dominated convergence theorem imply 
(3.3) 
“,” ECJbL cp, 4 u,)l = ECJW, P, 4,u)l. (3.4) 
To prove (3.2) choose u, E %!,, such that 1: I u,(t) - u( t)l’ dt wa.s, 0. Again 
by Theorem 2.2 we have (3.3) and consequently (3.4). 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Let 
6 : 0 = to < tl < . . . -C t, = T be a partition of [0, T], ) 6 ) = max,(t,+ , - ti). 
Define the approximating processes 
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zs(t) = q(O) + j; F(s, yf , u) ds + j; G(s, yf) dw(s). 
Proof Let X be the solution of the Ito equation 
X(0) = 0, X(t) = j; F(s, X) ds + j’ G(s, X) dw(s) (3.5) 
0 
- - 
(J’, G are defined as in Lemma 3.1) and let Jd, Zd be the corresponding 
approximating difference processes associated with (3.5). We have 
x(t) = X(t) + q(O), z’(t) = Zd( t) + ~(0) for t > 0. By [2, Theorem 2, p, 4381 
or [8, Theorem 1 ] we have 11 Zs - X II T t-+’ 0 as I 6 I I--+ 0, from which the 
result is obvious. 
Now assume that cp EA([O, T]), a(& ds)=EO(ds) (hence we have 
F(t, co, x, u(t))). Let uo, . . . . U, be bounded random variables such that uk is 
ek-measurable for every k. Define 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
where x6(s) = xk, u’(s) = uk if t E [r,, tk+ i). 
Remark 3.1. From [ 1, Section 3, Chap. 1 ] it follows that there are 
* u. , . . . . u,* of the form U: = g6,J co, t:, . . . . 5:) u$ , . . . . u:- i), where <z are 
defined as in (3.6) starting with cp, u,*, . . . . uf , such that 
= cwiyf . ,u, ) {ECJ6,,(So, -. L uo. -., u,)l; 
uk is &-measurable and bounded}. (3.8) 
By using Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 we obtain as in [l, Theorem 3.181 
the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied with 
cp deterministic and a(t, ds) = q,(ds). Moreover suppose that for every x, y, I/I 
we have 
where 8 is bounded and lim, _ ,, e(t) = 0. Then 
inf ECJ(x(., 40, u), u)l= ,ffEo ECJa,JL 5:, . . . . 5,*, u,*, . . ..u.*)l. (3.9) 
us42 
Therefore the discrete control u*(t) = ut if t E [tk, tk + 1) is E-optimal. 
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